Final exams

Final exam

The final exam consists of two parts:
– complex professional exam
– defence of the thesis

During the complex exam students prove their ability to solve problems applying their acquired knowledge in the field of their studies.

In case of an unsuccessful complex exam defending the thesis is not possible.

The complex exam is written, its topics are available by clicking here from the 4th week of the term time of a given semester, valid for that semester.

Marketing MSc complex exam topics

Consultation about the complex exam:

Supply Chain Management complex exam topics

Consultation about the complex exam:

The defence part of the final exam is oral. The defence starts with a short opening speech and ends with the announcement of the results. During the defence students must introduce their thesis in a 10 minute presentation. For Power Point Presentations technology is provided. The proposed format is downloadable here.

Click here for the official background of the ppt. Besides the presentation students must answer questions asked by the committee (there are suggested questions in the evaluation of the thesis formerly sent by email but the committee is not obliged to use only these questions.) PPTs do not need to be submitted beforehand but must be brought to the venue on a pen drive.

FINAL EXAM PERIOD

Wednesday, 29 January, 2020 - Friday 07 February 2020
within this the written complex exams will be held on 29 January, 2020,
the schedule of the defences will be finalised 10 days before the final exam period.

The schedule of the defence will be published on this platform.

General information (independent of semester)

The date of the complex exams following the normal schedule (that is January –February, June-July) is the first
day of the final exam period. The dates of the oral complex exams and the defences must be published in accordance with the Organisational and Operational Regulation after the handing in of the thesis and the final exam application period, but latest 10 days before the beginning of the final exam period. If the schedule is ready before these dates it will be published earlier on this web page.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE (available in the actual period)

The venue is the main building of Széchenyi István University Győr, Egyetem tér 1., the rooms are indicated with yellow. Students must be indicated twice, once for a written committee and once in the defence schedule. Please arrive to the venue half an hour before the defence to allow the ppts to be uploaded to the laptops.

The schedule is preliminary as there may be students who have not succeeded in completing all their exams until the beginning of the final exam period. These students must be removed from the schedule upon the information received.

Applications to the final exams are to be done through the NEPTUN system. Information related to the application is available on request at the educational officer.

Application to the final exam includes the application to the complex exam and the defence as well.

The condition of applying to the final exam is the handing in of the thesis. The result of the final exam (if not fail) is regarded final (its parts as well) and cannot be corrected. If a “fail” mark is received for the final exam, students may apply earliest in the next semester again.